Week Beginning: 12th February 2018
This week your child’s learning has focussed around the following areas. If you wish to continue their
learning journey at home then please feel free to use the ideas and share with us by recording in whatever
fashion you wish to (photos/child’s mark-making/adult-scribed) in the home/school link book. Thank you!

English/Phonics/Reading:
This week our work is focussed on instructions. We are looking at the features of instructions, following and sequencing instructions.
Letter formation– p
Ideas to support learning:

Daily reading – even if it is only a page a night!

Follow a simple recipe - look at the features of the instructions.

Write a set of instructions for others to follow—for example how to clean your teeth.

Phonics:
Reception have been revising set 3 sounds, focussing on ure and air.
Tricky words for spelling: they.
Year ones have been learning different ways to write the ee sound.
Tricky words: said, come and were.

Maths:
In maths this week Y1’s are continuing work on place value up to 50. They are also looking at the
100 square and identifying patterns. We are continuing to count in 10’s and starting to count in 5’s.
Reception children are working on numbers between 10 - 20 focussing on those tricky teens. Some
reception children are working to secure counting and number recognition to 10.




Y1’s - missing numbers sheets (in books.)
Y1’s- choose a 2 digit number up to 50 - can they write the number in words? Draw it in 10’s
and ones?
Reception - practise counting out objects/ drawing and/or ordering numbers between 10-20.
Can you recognise those tricky teens?

Topic Work: Science - plants
This week we have been continuing our learning about the parts of a plant. We have been studying
our mustard plants. We have been planting sunflowers and have also been dissecting and labelling
the parts of a flower.


Look after your sunflower - Record its progress after 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month ……
(sunflower diary included.)

